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Project Idea / Field of 
Expertise :

Organisation Name:

Addressed Topic(s) & Call(s):

1- Create a virtual community focused on the call 
outcome to optimize the impact of the results.

2- Enter in your consortium with a dissemination 
and communication role.

High interest in the Destination 5 topics such as 
HORIZON-HLTH-2023-TOOL-05-04: Better 
integration and use of health-related realworld and 
research data, including genomics, for improved 
clinical outcomes



Acceleralia

Past EU experience:

 [ERASMUS-EDU-2022-PI-ALL-INNO] — [Partnerships for Innovation: Alliances]

HORIZON-JU-CLEANH2-2022-06-02 Hydrogen Valleys (small-scale)

Where the performance of 
communities or remote work teams is 
optimized through virtual spaces, 
transforming education into tangible 
results through action, bringing 
together education and acceleration.

1’ video

https://youtu.be/uNICIAUUCns


Example of a digital land

Where the performance of communities or remote work teams is optimized through virtual spaces.
Our vision of future work in these virtual spaces has 4 areas:
1. Learn = To generate knowledge in customized online academies.
2. Create = To create ideas or solve challenges with the knowledge acquired in the Learn area.
3. Execute = To execute the best ideas generated in the Create area.
4. Coach = With experts to give support and mentoring to the Learn, Create or Execute areas.

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1GZje3NqOh_kTvmmPmsBJMtJ4oE4arPja/preview


Value proposal
● Promotes the feeling of belonging to a group or collective.

● Encourages participation and exchange of ideas.

● Improves communication among the different members. Real time communications and 
interactions. 

● Promotes cooperation between institutions and end users. 

● Cradle of innovation and knowledge all around the world with minimum resources.

● Exchange information, files and documents that allow you to continue learning or 
developing yourself in a better way.

● Flexibility at the center of everything as the users can study, work or interact without the need 
to go to an institution and establish your own schedule.

● It favors having a facilitator or ecosystem manager, who will be in charge of promoting 
participation and establishing guidelines for effective dialogue, as well as guiding and advising 
the user on what they need.
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Contact details

Contact person Pau Junyent

Organisation Acceleralia

Address Acceleralia.com

Phone +34 695 269 955 

E-mail pau.junyent@acceleralia.com

B2Match profile Pau Junyent

LinkedIn/Twitter https://www.linkedin.com/in/pau-junyent/

Partners Contribution

Partner 1 Coordinator

Partner 1 Users

Partner 3 Sector expertise 1

Partner 4 Sector expertise 2

Partner 5 Sector expertise 3

Partner 6 Sector expertise 4

Acceleralia Tech infrastructure

Let’s build 
projects together



THANK YOU…


